Earl Prize/ Graduate Studio Design Excellence
Spring 2017

The Illinois School of Architecture is pleased to announce the winners of the Earl Prize in Design (undergraduate) and the Graduate Awards for Design Excellence (graduate) for the Spring 2017 Semester. These awards recognize the outstanding student work completed in design studio courses at all levels of the curriculum.

**Earl Prize in Design - Review Committee:** A. Brakke, J. Poss, T. Tierney

The Earl Prizes are funded with income from an endowment bequeathed by Edward C. Earl. Prizes and are awarded for excellence in undergraduate design studios.

**ARCH272**
- **1st Place** Alex Zhang - Emmons/Melgarejo de Berry
- **2nd Place** Emma Schmitt - Emmons/Melgarejo de Berry
- **3rd Place** Qingyuan Zhou - Emmons/Melgarejo de Berry
- **HM** Ansel Sidiadinoto - Emmons/Melgarejo de Berry

**ARCH374**
- **1st Place** Leyi Zhang - Armstrong
- **2nd Place** Mengyaho Liu – Lewis
- **3rd Place** Alice Fang - Emmons
- **HM** Jacob Sanders – Emmons
- **HM** Qiao Yu – Hammann

**ARCH476**
- **1st Place** Meng Ma, Shuan Bi – Erickson
- **2nd Place** Myah Price – Erickson
- **3rd Place** Adam Bengstron, Zebao Chen – Hemingway

**Graduate Studio Design Excellence Awards -- Review Committee:** P. Armstrong, D. Emmons, J. Stallmeyer

**ARCH472**
- **1st Place** Victor Orozco – Tierney
- **2nd Place** Zhanpeng Liu – Tierney
ARCH57X

1st Place  Alex Rasky, Ann Erskine, Kelly McCaffrey – Worn
2nd Place  Lio Yuan, Yujue Gu – Bognar
3rd Place  Casey Revelle, Robert Konzelmann – Lerum
HM        Richard Ignacz – Dearborn
HM        Nora Hilpert – Dearborn